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How Is Agenda 21 Being
Implemented Worldwide?

WHAT IS AGENDA 21?
Agenda 21 – and the recent ones Agenda 2030 and Agenda 2050 – is a plan to depopulate 95% of

the world population by 2030, according to Disclose.tv..

It is an action plan devised by the U.N. and signed by 178 governments at the UN Conference on

Environment and Development held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, in 1992. Its goal is the depopulation

of humanity because “we are too many”. It is promoted by the elites as a way to “save the planet”

and implemented by governments worldwide. Bill Gates even shared his view about how to
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achieve this goal by vaccinations and other means in a TedX lecture:

“The world today has 6.8 billion people. That’s heading up to about nine billion. Now if we do a

really great job on new vaccines, health care & reproductive health services, we could lower that by

perhaps 10 or 15 percent.” (HumansAreFree.com ).

Photo: Shutterstock

They push their globalist agenda on all of us of no rights to property and other rights. People were

even �ned for collecting rainwater in their own homes, according to CanadaFreePress.

THE MEANS OF DEPOPULATION

http://humansarefree.com/2018/10/list-of-30-elites-that-support-and.html?fbclid=IwAR3DzT5NCpHSt0IWCUR4oqUKrZRHDi1xKuzM1CZQ-oKF4QzxYlKfoumRl04
https://canadafreepress.com/article/globalism-through-u.n.s-agenda-21-agenda-2030-and-vision-2050
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This genocidal agenda of humanity has already begun and there are many means implemented to

achieve this goal, including chemtrails (or “Geoengineering”), vaccines, irradiated food, GMOs

(Codex Alimentarius), smart meters, 5G deployment that Trump promotes as part of a “technology

race”.

One such mean which is relatively ignored in the alternative media is mass population migration

from Africa and the Middle East into the U.S. and Europe. In Israel, they helped bring about

100,000 migrants from Africa who conquered entire neighborhoods in Southern Tel Aviv and other

cities where the local population literally became refugees in their own country and �ed to other

parts in the country. They terrorize the locals and it’s horrendous what happens in these areas.

However, all these means sound great when they are termed the “sustainable development”

under Agenda 21.

So how people who barely earn 300 USD per year could a�ord a journey from Africa to Israel that

costs (according to some immigrants’ testimonies) $3000 USD. I discovered that this is being paid

for and these immigrants are being protected by NGOs (Non-Government Agencies), which are

funded by foreign governments and foundations. I surmise that this is an orchestrated

immigration to Israel, resembling that from Syria and Africa to Europe and the U.S., is to destroy

the Western countries and those aligned with them from within. Then I started thinking about

what we aren’t being told about this massive population migration to Israel. At the beginning, the

Israeli mainstream media called them “refugees.” However, after the U.N. representatives had

checked their status, they pointed out that only 6 percent of them were real refugees. This

required the mainstream media to change its terminology in regard to them as ”asylum seekers.”

HOW IS AGENDA 21 IMPLEMENTED LOCALLY
WORLDWIDE?
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Again, Agenda 21 is carried out by NGOs funded by foreign countries, like the New Israel Fund

(funded by the Ford Foundation and others, including Muslim countries) as well as such groups as

the Open Society Foundation (George Soros) and Oxfam with the intentions, I surmise, to destroy

Israel from within like with other Western countries. Check the Periodic Report to ICLEI, the U.N.’s

NGO that implements Agenda 21 locally, of 15 cities in Israel complying with its guidelines and

here on YNET News.

According to the UN’s own website, this is a “comprehensive plan of action to be taken globally,

nationally and locally by organizations of the United Nations system, governments and major

groups, in every area in which human impacts on the environment.” This plan is involved in every

aspect of our lives according to Rosa Koire, an activist and a lecturer who tirelessly works to inform

the unaware public about the dangers of this plan. U.N. Agenda 21/Sustainable Development is a

corporate manipulation using the Green Mask of environmental concern to forward a globalist

plan.” (www.openmindconference.com )

It seems that using the word “sustainability” helps them promote their depopulation plan

unabated. It sounds so “green”, advanced, and progressive. Does it ring a bell? That’s the reason

why most people will consider this plan as positive. So, what is wrong with it? Pay attention to the

actions of those implementing it and not to “nice”, placating words such as “sustainable

development”.

For a long time, I had no idea that there was any connection between all these diverse topics.

This agenda is run by the United Nations via an NGO called “International Council for Local

Environmental Initiatives,” commonly known as ICLEI (pronounced Ik-lee). It is implemented

locally by municipalities of major cities worldwide, including London, Berlin, Rome. From my

research, �fteen cities in Israel joined this NGO in 2008. It should come as no surprise that Ron

Huldai, Tel Aviv’s mayor, is the chairman of ICLEI Israel (or as it’s called the Forum 15, which is the

forum of 15 cities in Israel that adopted ICLEI regulations).

http://www.forum15.org.il/uploaded_files/documents/iclei-eng-final_2009_U1727.pdf
https://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-3501178,00.html
https://www.openmindconference.com/
http://www.forum15.org.il/management
http://www.forum15.org.il/%d7%9e%d7%98%d7%a8%d7%95%d7%aa-%d7%94%d7%a4%d7%95%d7%a8%d7%95%d7%9d-%d7%95%d7%aa%d7%a4%d7%a7%d7%99%d7%93%d7%99%d7%95
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This is paid for by you, and taxpayers worldwide (not only in the U.S.), without your knowledge or

consent, as none of us was informed of it and obviously, and you didn’t have had a vote on its

implementation. This U.N. Agenda 21 is responsible for the development programs in your city

that you are not aware of, behind the mass engineered immigration in the West and heavy

population surveillance everywhere (as with “smart meters” and 5G). You can check the Agenda 21

programs implemented in your city or town by searching Agenda 21 and the name of your city in

Google. You’ll �nd them this way. I found these programs implemented in Haifa, the city where I

live.

According to ICLEI’s o�cial website, this NGO comprises “12 mega-cities, 100 super-cities and

urban regions, 450 large cities as well as 450 medium-sized cities and towns in 84 countries.” This

NGOs stated goal is that “By 2050, a third of all humans will be living in cities.”

http://kcc.iclei.org/the-iclei/members-and-cities.html

They also condition children to use sustainable transport which is closely tied to Agenda 21’s

population management program, in attempt to bring most people into megacities and away from

rural areas which will be deemed “open spaces” for wildlife and be more easily controlled by

using public transport.

Photo: Taken from the United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity.

http://kcc.iclei.org/the-iclei/members-and-cities.html
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And below you can see the explanation:

Recently we became familiar with a Swedish teenage girl called Greta Thunberg who according to

mainstream media – that promotes agenda 21 and global warming/climate change – helps raise

the awareness to climate issues (BBC).

Again, we can see here how children and teenagers and even children are being conditioned to

such beliefs without perhaps realizing that they are being used to promote this agenda. If the

cabal doesn’t succeed one way (as with Al Gore), they will push their agenda in another way.

Photo: cfact.org

My primary concern here was that a hidden agenda is being masked as a bene�cial plan for

humanity, while being exactly the opposite. In reality, it’s a well-crafted lie to slip past our scrutiny.

The upshot of all this is removing national sovereignty and empowering the U.N. to gradually take

https://www.bbc.com/news/av/world-europe-45439003/swedish-teen-greta-thunberg-skips-school-for-climate-protest
https://www.cfact.org/
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control over what was once national policies. “It will remove and destroy all constitutions, restrict

free speech and disarm the people. When Agenda 21 is fully realized, the United Nations will be in

possession of all guns and subsequently, there will be no opposition to their control.” (The

Coveners League).

Paul McGuire, an internationally recognized prophecy expert, speaker, minister, and author writes

in his book The Babylon Code that,

“The true agenda of Agenda 21[/2030] is to establish a global government, global economic

system, and global religion. When U.N. Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon spoke of ‘a dream of a

world of peace and dignity for all’ this is no di�erent than when the Communists promised the

people a ‘worker’s paradise.’”

IS IT LEGAL?
As this plan is covertly implemented in the name of U.N. Agenda 21 by an NGO called ICLEI, none

of us had been informed about it or have voted for it in any way; it basically leads to the loss of

personal freedom and sovereignty worldwide. This is a deceit of humanity rooted in darkness and

our complicit ignorance, which allows the U.N. to implement this treacherous plan. This is totally

undemocratic “and it relies on our passive, ill-informed acceptance of ‘authorities’.”

WHAT IS CODEX ALIMENTARIUS?
This is a term used for the food regulations that were written and rati�ed in 2009. In my research, I

found a connection between IG Farben (former BAYER, BASF, HOECHST) and the food laws rati�ed

by the UN. It raises many important questions such as: How are these regulations connected to the

depopulation agenda? And why is our food �lled with toxins and elements that risk our health? Are

there really too many people on earth? Is the World Health Organization interested in our general

wellbeing?

I found out that Nazis like Fritz ter Meer, a former executive member of IG Farben (which

http://covenersleague.com/legal/united-nations-laws/agenda-21
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/24820248-the-babylon-code
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produced and supplied the Zyklon B to the death camps during the Second World War), who was

incarcerated for �fteen years in prison after being convicted in the Nuremberg War Crimes

Tribunal, was employed by the U.N. after being released. He was part of the committee designed

to plan the food resources for humanity that devised the Codex Alimentarius. (This is an UN-

sponsored global food standards body, which criminalizes the production of healthy nutrition both

commercially and at your home, whether it’s organic food, your dietary supplements, or even your

organic garden). Dr. Rima Laibow talks about these regulations, which has determined that

vitamins are toxins and therefore to be limited in consumption to ine�ective dosages, and which

includes irradiating the food supply to destroy all nutrients in our food, and to switch to the GMO

foods to be consumed by the masses. This alone will lead to the death of three billion people

worldwide in the next few decades according to Dr. Rima Laibow, according to Awaken to the

Truth.

The World Health Organization con�rms these estimates, according to AskMarion Blog.

Here is more explanation on those behind the outlining of this plan:

“Just �fteen years after they were convicted in the Nuremberg War Crimes Tribunal, Bayer, BASF

and Hoechst were again the architects of the next major human rights o�ences. In 1962, they

established the Codex Alimentarius Commission.” (Remark made by the Dr. Rath Health

Foundation)”.

WHY DON’T PEOPLE HEAR ABOUT THIS PLAN?
Most people use mainstream media, including TV, newspapers, radios and other means to keep

informed, which suppresses this information; those in power control mainstream media and don’t

want you to be aware of this plan. This media has denied the existence of such a plan for years,

despite the existence of a book entitled “Agenda 21” (350 pages) published by the UN.

https://projectawake.wordpress.com/2011/03/29/dr-laibow-lays-out-how-genocide-of-4-billion-is-moving-quickly-shocking/
https://askmarion.wordpress.com/2011/03/29/un-ordered-depopulation-of-3-billion-people-by-food-malnutrition-has-started-pbspecial-report/
http://www4.dr-rath-foundation.org/PHARMACEUTICAL_BUSINESS/history_of_the_pharmaceutical_industry.htm
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Photo: The U.N.

So if you don’t rely on alternative media coverage, it’s improbable that you’ll �nd information

about this vast global plan and all of its goals.9 If the public worldwide had become aware of such

a plan, they would immediately rise up against it and stop its implementation, which is de�nitely

something “the powers that be” don’t want. So they have introduced this plan incrementally by

using appealing wording like “sustainable development” or some other “green”-sounding term so

people would gladly accept it (as fascist regimes have always done). However, it is not about

environmental sustainability at all. Its true goals are implemented by deception, concealing its real

aim to take over the entire planet and all its assets by a handful of people.

Those promoting this agenda include royalty (such as Prince Charles who is an avid advocate of

this plan, as can be seen in his speech ‘The New Environmental Agenda’), top politicians like

Obama, who addressed the U.N. General Assembly on September 27, 2015 and stated that the

U.N. blueprint “is one of the smartest investments we can make in our own future.” Bureaucrats,

CEOs and the top of international banks and corporations like Hugh Grant, the CEO of Monsanto,

said, “This place is getting busier and more crowded. As long as you’ve got money in your back

pocket and you drive your station wagon to the supermarket on weekends, then it’s out of sight,
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out of mind, so far.” The lifestyle of the “global elite” with their private trains and jets, �eets of

cars, and palaces and their businesses are excluded from this plan and continue to be considered

sustainable.

CHEMTRAILS
In 2013, after �nding out that “chemtrails” do exist, I started writing to well-known activists on this

topic like Dane Winington (geoengineeringwatch.org site); especially, after feeling distraught and

helpless about it. I was sick, my throat hurt, and there was no one I could turn to except for those

activists reporting and sharing health tips on how to maintain our health and sanity when all this

insane information comes out.

First, after realizing this phenomenon, I took a lot of pictures and then one day I noticed two

airplanes spraying and leaving these white trails behind them that other planes didn’t leave. This

occurred so many times that a friend and I just watched these planes. She also took some usable

photos and videos and posted them on Facebook. I started feeling helpless and hopeless seeing

these unmarked airplanes spraying and being unable to do anything except to watch them

spraying their poison.

Later on, I also found out that not only do they spray from airplanes, but they also use underwater

jet streams in the oceans aimed at our beaches where it’s relevant.

The founder of this site Geoengineering Watch, Dane Winington, together with others �led a

lawsuit against the authorities (the regime), who are supposedly behind this crime against

humanity stating that HAARP is being used as a weapon that induces climate change.

I found out about a patent for H.A.A.R.P (High Frequency Active Auroral Research Program) that it

has installations worldwide, which together with chemtrails they can actually create earthquakes,

tsunamis, and other “natural” disasters. Cobra (the resistance movement) also calls it ionosphere

heaters (the most famous one is located in Alaska, but such facilities can be found worldwide).

The map was published on ClimateViewer News.

http://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/
http://climateviewer.org/pollution-and-privacy/atmospheric-sensors-and-emf-sites/maps/haarp-ionospheric-heaters-worldwide/
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Photo: GeoengineeringWatch.org

I watched videos that people worldwide uploaded on YouTube showing strange colorful “clouds”

half an hour before a “natural” disaster occurred.

U.S BLACK BUDGET TO SPRAY THE POPULACE LIKE
ROACHES
I found out that a secret “black” budget of former President Obama sponsoring our own demise;

shockingly, I discovered that we unknowingly �nance our own genocide (Secret Presidential

Chemtrail Budget Uncovered—Congress Exceeds Billions To Spray Populace Like Roaches,

according to the IntelHub.com and that it goes on for decades. Here’s the words of Dane

Winington on the ongoing chemtrails / Geoengineering: “Historical records prove beyond doubt

that climate engineering has been fully deployed on a substantial scale for over 65 years

(hurricane suppression for over 53 years), so why do major publications continue to lie about this

blatant reality? Because that is what they are paid to do. Once global populations fully grasp the

gravity of the biosphere collapse that is rapidly unfolding around them (further exacerbated by

Geoengineering), our paradigm will overturn. The power structure is trying desperately to hide

this reality for as long as possible. Unfortunately, most environmental groups and organizations

are major participants in Geoengineering denial. I and several other activists just attended a global

warming presentation with standing room only, we made sure that the Geoengineering subject

was not omitted from this event.” (GeoengineeringWatch.org)

https://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/
http://www.firetown.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/01/theintelhub.com-Secret_Presidential_Chemtrail_Budget_Uncovered__Congress_Exceeds_Billions_To_Spr.pdf
http://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/2015/10/
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According to this agenda (Agenda 21 and Agenda 2030), humans are on the same level as animals.

We are to be managed like �ora and fauna. Behind it all is a materialistic and secularized view of

humanity, which rejects the idea humans are sacred and part of the divine!

Needless to say, this is just the tip of the iceberg in regards to this hideous agenda, which I detail

in my book, Mass Awakening. As the title indicates this covers the real intent to control humanity

by cutting us o� from our higher sources, but I believe we will win this battle and show the

methods I and others employ to keep our connection and �ght back.

HOW DO WE KNOW THAT WE ARE ON A POSITIVE
TIMELINE AND THAT WE’RE BEING SAVED?
David Wilcock argues that if what Alex Jones, who discussed this depopulation agenda by the cabal

for years, including the FEMA camps in the U.S., succeeded, we wouldn’t be here.

I feel that it needs to be emphasized: If what the cabal/the elites planned for us all would have

worked as they wished and implemented, and there were no white hats, you wouldn’t have been

here reading this article. They have done everything to curb fertility and depopulate the planet but

we are still here and they, the cabal, is losing. Remember this.

WWG1WGA

I used some photos in this article that I couldn’t �nd their creators. I tried to �nd them. If you know

them please contact me and give me their names and links to their sites to give them credit.

Agenda 21 - How Is It Implemented Worldwide - impAgenda 21 - How Is It Implemented Worldwide - imp……

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CB_Dwdnf7iU
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Kyereh Kwaku

I like this article. I know there are many that are skeptical, but is this is evidence in itself.

Hope we take care of ourselves.

Like · Reply · 12 · 10w

Daniel Sharkey

Single cell protein. The meat started tasting funny. Gorki 100. New Scientist

1985. Corporations working in Vitro.

Like · Reply · 5 · 9w

Teresa Otwell Smith

oh it oh so true

Like · Reply · 1 · 7w

Gloria Murphy

Since the beginning of this initiation of This Global Pandemic, Questions, and more

questions continues to perplexrd Me, Yet no one appears to be responding in a

professional, knowleadgle manner. Thus, my pursuit of MAAT = The ultimate Truth. We

Must Unite to fight The Powers that Be's...Lord Have Mercy, Grace, and Peace Upon Us

all,,,One Love to All!!!

Like · Reply · 30 · 8w

Charles Peyton

I was going down the road pretty good and then had a blowout when you mentioned

Alex Jones. He is a fear Monger stooge for the New World Order. William Cooper who

reported accurate information that caused his death exposed Alex Jones for the liar that

he is. There is a power structure at the top Beyond what is being called globalist and

elitist. They are the fourth Beast listed in Daniel the 7th chapter. This Beast that is

different than all the other three beasts or world powers that preceded will be broken in

pieces by Christ and his Saints. The only way of Escape is salvation through Christ

through repenting and trusting in Him.

Like · Reply · 6 · 6w

Deke Jones

If you dont believe this article, dig around and find the Agenda 21 book. Read it very

carefully. It is nothing but a horrifying nightmare all dressed up to look like candyland.

Like · Reply · 27 · 9w

Ema M. Arredondo M.

There are people who read the Bible and find it full of horror, murder, and incest.

You can read The Red Riding Hood and find it a nightmare.

Whoever read this, take the time to read the actual Agenda 21 book.

What you understand of it will tell what's in your eyes and mind.

Like · Reply · 5w

Janet Tucker

Ema M. Arredondo M. You need to get over yourself in a real big hurry!

Like · Reply · 3w

Tony Martin

Add a comment...
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The bible says that there will be a one world Govt led by the antichrist.

But we born again believers do not fear it. We look forward to the coming

of the Lord Jesus. Hallelujah !

Like · Reply · 6 · 4w

Paul Gasson

He hasn't showed up sp far.

Like · Reply · 1 · 2w

Robin Lambert

Covid 19 1) Was it Wuhan lied about its Own Germ ''Investigation'' Laboratory 2)

Consuming Live Animal markets in Indonesia &Vietnam,China must be closed. 3) What

has happened to West's Countries Isolation hospitals so effective in dealing with TB 4)

Will China release A more Viralent strain of Covid next Year? Their Figure of Wuhan

deaths at 3,500 wAS believed by UN,WHO why?...Time to reign in China..
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Emmanuel Abu Coles

who would have thought, but the urgly truth is bitter. This article have unveiled what is

bihind the scenes. Awake - shine your eyes!!
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Steve Ihechukwu

Well the whle plan is to implement their one world agenda,depopulate the earth and

completely implement thier stupid counsel , but does Psalms Chapter 1verse 2-5 says,

Humanity you can not fight against the creator of the universe, Where are the hitlers of

this world,The counsel of wickedness in this world shall not stand anymore, not when

God sits on his throne, The shaken of the entire world system is coming and humanity

must bow t the glory of HE who sits on the throne Steve Ogidi
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Muhammad Shahzad Mirza

Current coronavirus outbreak is also looking part of this agenda, its really very alarming

situation
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Ken Forster

Find a lot of this absolute rubbish
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